


stress relief 
massage 
90 minutes, 42 200 huf 
or 60 minutes, 30 000 huf

revive tired and fatigued muscles 

with this traditional massage using 

moderate to firm pressure to leave a 

feeling of revitalization and relaxation.

naturally nurtured 
massage 
90 minutes, 42 200 huf 
or 60 minutes, 30 000 huf

nurture and nourish body and skin 

when you need it most with this 

gentle, restorative and entirely tailored 

massage. ideal for expectant mothers 

after the first trimester. 

enhancements

smoothing body 
butter 
3 500 huf

enhance your massage with a 

smoothing body butter for rich melting 

hydration.

massage

deep muscle 
massage 
90 minutes, 47 800 huf 
or 60 minutes, 31 800 huf

recharge your body with this powerful 

massage designed to alleviate deep-

seated tension and muscular stress. 

using deep movements and stretching 

techniques concentrating on specific 

areas of concern to help relieve 

common discomforts and sports-

related tension.

relaxation massage 
90 minutes, 42 200 huf 
or 60 minutes, 30 000 huf

unwind and de-stress with this 

aromatic bespoke treatment. this 

soothing aromatherapy massage uses 

light to moderate pressure and a blend 

of essential oils to melt away tension.

hot stone massage 
90 minutes, 47 800 huf

a therapeutic and rejuvenating 

massage using warm volcanic stones 

and a moderate to deep pressure to 

intensely soothe tired, aching muscles 

and aid relaxation. 

body

ultimate body  
balancer 
90 minutes, 46 200 huf 
or 60 minutes, 39 800 huf

restore serenity to body, mind and 

skin with this richly indulgent and 

deeply effective bespoke treatment.

includes back exfoliation, back massage, 

application of facial oil, scalp massage

90 minutes additionally includes full  

custom facial

nourished glow 
60 minutes, 39 800 huf

reveal your smoothest, softest skin 

ever with this body exfoliation and 

massage treatment.

includes full body exfoliation, back  

massage, oil application

enhancements

hand or foot 
reviver 
3 500 huf

reveal smoother skin instantly with

this exfoliating and nourishing 

enhancement.

experience

optimize your time in our unique 

spa by enjoying specially designed 

treatments. inspired by our famous 

thermal waters in budapest, these 

collections encourage you to be 

swept away in total relaxation while 

immersing yourself in our rooftop 

thermal experiences.

serenity on the 
danube
100 minutes, 43 800 huf

this tension releasing massage will 

work in harmony with the surrounding 

to relax and relieve stress. the 

danube inspires a treatment collection 

designed to uplift, clear the mind and 

restore the body.

includes use of thermal suite, stress relief 

massage, custom facial

the royal palace 
ritual
130 minutes, 56 800 huf

a ritual reflecting the heritage and 

romance of budapest’s history. 

indulge in warmed aromatic oils with 

hot stones used to massage tensions 

away ensuring a feeling of true royalty.

includes use of thermal suite, full body 

exfoliation, hot stone massage



beauty

ultimate manicure  
or pedicure 
60 minutes, 15 000 huf

an intensive treatment using deeply 

nourishing products to repair and 

condition your nails and skin.

includes soak, cut and file, exfoliation, 

cuticle work, massage, personalized mask, 

paraffin wax, polish or buff 

pedicure or 
manicure 
pedicure 50 minutes, 12 000 huf 
manicure 40 minutes, 10 000 huf

maintain amazing results and keep 

nails in good condition with this 

conditioning treatment for hands or 

feet. 

includes soak, cut and file, cuticle work, 

hydration, polish or buff

pedicure additionally includes exfoliation

men

the men’s massage 
90 minutes, 44 800 huf 

the ultimate male escape. unwind 

in style with this rebalancing and 

intensely relaxing treatment that 

includes a full body massage using 

heated stones, facial massage and a 

soothing scalp massage.

activity recovery 
60 minutes, 29 200 huf

return tight, aching muscles to peak 

condition with this focused, tension-

relieving treatment. 

includes exfoliation and massage to  

back, lower leg and feet

the men’s facial 
60 minutes, 26 200 huf

deeply cleanse, hydrate and smooth 

skin, leaving your complexion instantly 

energized.

includes double cleanse, facial  

exfoliation, steam and extraction, facial 

massage, mask, scalp massage

performed with espa products

guidelines

spa opening hours

monday to sunday 07:00-22:00

SPA TREATMENT TIMES

monday to sunday 10:00-21:00

SCHEDULING AN APPOINTMENT

to schedule an appointment please contact 

our reservations team who will be able to assist 

you in selecting the best choice. all spa 

treatments and packages will need to be 

guaranteed with a credit card. all prices are 

inclusive of vat.

HEALTH CONDITIONS

Kindly advise us of any health conditions, 

pregnancy, allergies or injuries which could 

affect your choice of treatment when making 

your spa reservation.

ARRIVAL TIME

please arrive a minimum of 15 minutes prior 

to your appointment time. for those granted 

use of the spa thermal facilities, we advise 

you arrive at least 45 minutes prior. please be 

advised that late arrivals will result in a reduction 

of the treatment time. 

CANCELLATION POLICY

a 100% charge will be incurred for any treatment 

not cancelled at least 24 hours prior to your 

scheduled time. 

please speak to the spa reservationists who 

can advise on the full spa guidelines, facility 

information and membership.

facial

ultimate radiance  
& renewal facial 
90 minutes, 46 200 huf

restore skin’s vitality and reveal a 

bright, smooth and radiantly youthful-

looking complexion. the must-have 

treatment for immediate results prior to 

a special event.

includes brush cleanse, skin radiance 

mask, age-defying crystal massage, lifting 

mask, scalp massage

performed with espa products

custom facial
90 minutes, 43 500 huf 
or 60 minutes, 30 800 huf

purify, hydrate, brighten and 

smooth your complexion with this 

radiancerestoring facial that is tailored 

to your individual needs. choose from: 

custom or age-defying facial

includes brush cleanse, skin analysis, 

facial exfoliation, massage, mask, scalp 

massage

performed with espa products


